Stability of the Chronic Infection Steady-State
The infection-free steady-state is not globally stable. Starting e.g. with an initial bacterial load of 5·10 6 , the system results in persistent infection. For this equilibrium, an analytical solution is not available. A numerical approximation results in P 1 = 6.172361· 10 3 , EU 1 = 25.99491, EA 1 = 7.159392, N 1 = 2.266410 · 10 5 , M 1 = 1.112171 · 10 5 , and C 1 = 4.832019 · 10 2 . Fig 1 shows this steady state which can be interpreted as chronic infection. It turns out that the steady state is also locally stable.
Proof. The Jacobian for the steady-state reads as follows
Numerically determined eigenvalues of J 1 are −2.0090·10 2 , −2.8158, −5.3898·10 −1 +7.8228·10 −2 i, −5.3898·10 −1 −7.8228·10 −2 i, −1.5513 · 10 −2 , −6.1320 · 10 −3 . Since all eigenvalues have strictly negative real part, the steady-state is locally asymptotically stable. 
